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Tiegan Thornborrow is the biggest rising metal artist of the century. She has released a total of
six albums, topping the charts with her first solo album ‘Salem’, and has headlined at festivals
Download and Sonisphere. From 2010 until early 2015 she performed in the band VICE but
towards the end of this time she pursued the dream of finding her true self. The hardest decision of
her life was whether she should stick with the band she’s been with throughout her music career or
take a risk to pursue her dream of a solo metal artist. Metallum’s reporter Eve Bott hears the story.
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“I FOUND
WORKING WITH
OTHERS HELD ME
BACK”
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iegan Thornborrow’s
musical career started in
January of 2010 when she
got a phone call from the
current singer of VICE, Jess Birch,
asking if she’d like to form a band as
a way to keep in contact with each
other after moving schools. “I never
expected it to go anywhere,” Tiegan
admitted, “it was just a fun thing to
take my mind off my school work
and a way to keep seeing my friends”.
At the time of VICE forming Tiegan
had just turned 17 and had only been
playing guitar for a year before that.
Slowly the band, which had originally
been playing covers, moved on to
writing their own original setlist and
managed to release their first EP in
the May of 2011. Following the release
of this EP they toured the UK and
made a name for themselves,
acquiring a record contract with
Banana Records. Throughout the
following years Tiegan, with the
help of the rest of the band,
managed to release three more
albums and go on a world tour
in 2014.
However, it was during
this time when they were
doing their world tour that
Tiegan began to realize that
she felt she couldn't express
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and found her genre without the
confinements of others’ opinions.
After seven months of silence,
Tiegan dropped her album ‘Salem’
and stunned fans; her album
managing to top the metal charts
within weeks. She even got praise
from the bands such as Babymetal
and Black Veil Brides congratulating
her on the release. “I never expected
it to be so successful”, she added
humbly, “I was just doing what I
enjoyed and I’m so glad others could
enjoy it with me.” The attention
that she managed to attract resulted
The decision for Tiegan to leave
in her being asked to headline at
VICE had been a tough one that
she had consistently thought about festivals Download and Sonisphere
for months. On one hand, she had and she was able to go on a second
a successful band with fans around world tour, this time feeling people
could really understand her.
the world, but on the other, she
felt trapped and isolated, having to
In the years that followed, Tiegan
change herself to please others. “I
managed to release another solo
had become extremely depressed
about it for a while, I felt no matter album ‘Nightmare’ in November
2017 and has gradually tattooed
what I did someone would lose
and everyone would hate me.” The her name into the books of metal
history, being an inspiration to her
decision to leave finally came in
March 2015 when Tiegan talked it fans and proving you should always
try to take risks to be able do what
through with her band members,
deciding the best thing for her health you enjoy. Metallum promises to
keep you updated for any future
would be to take a break from the
spotlight and quit the band for good. developments with Tiegan’s career
which judging by what has happened
so far, is destined to be a bumpy but
From this time, however, she
began work on her first solo album sky high journey.
herself while being part of a band
and decided to take the risk of
pursuing her solo career. “I found
that working with others held me
back”, she explained, however in
describing her time with VICE she
said, “those were some of the most
fun times of my life and I wouldn't
change the years I was with them”,
clarifying to her fans that in spite
of her departure, she was initially
happy making music with her
previous band.
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